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CISION NEWSWIRE




Cision Newswire

Get Your Content in Front of a Global Audience of Journalists and Influencers

Gain unparalleled reach and visibility for your press releases and establish credibility by working with the most trusted distribution service.

Explore the Power of Cision Newswire
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Press Release Distribution: The “Who, What, When, Where” of the Wire

In the industry, “wire” has a special meaning, history, and connotation. Understanding the who, what, when, and where will help you to make the best decisions for your news distribution.

Download this free guide to learn exactly how media outlets get their news stories, how wire news is delivered around the world, and how to find which distribution is right for you

GET THE GUIDE









	

ENGAGEMENT




Cision® Connect

The Largest, Most Complete Media and Social Influencer Network

Find the right influencers and build relationships with the only tool that unlocks the global media and influencer landscape with a single, powerful and easy-to-use search and filtering engine.

Explore Connect
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The 2021 Global Comms Report

Cision and PRWeek have joined forces yet again to identify and understand the biggest challenges and opportunities for communicators right now.

GET THE REPORT









	

MONITORING & ANALYTICS




Media Monitoring & Analytics

Go Beyond Output. See What Actually Drives Successful Outcomes.

Get the data to see who you’re reaching, what they’re saying, and what they’re doing next. Get the knowledge you need to build more effective campaigns.

See How They Work Together
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The 2023 State of the Media Report

We surveyed more than 3,000 journalists worldwide to learn what's new and what's next for today's media landscape.

GET THE REPORT









	

RESEARCH & INTELLIGENCE




Cision® Insights

Where Proprietary Technology Meets Top-Tier Analysis

The combination of expert research teams and proprietary monitoring technology to get human-curated briefings, advanced media analysis and actionable next steps. 

Explore the Power of Insights
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How Leading Brands Connect Comms to the Bottom Line 

The struggle to prove the impact of PR is real, but with a little innovation and tactical planning, it can be done. See how industry powerhouses Adobe and Ford were able to accomplish it.

Read Their Stories









	
REQUEST A DEMO
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Amplify Your PR and Marketing Power. Get the Results You Want.

Run data-fueled campaigns that drive the conversation and generate real ROI.

Request a Demo
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Cision Social Listening Powered by Brandwatch™






















More Innovation. More Insights. More Impact. 

Stay ahead of the conversation with access to the worlds largest archive of consumer voices and real-time intelligence.

Request a Demo
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Cut Through the Noise. Improve Your Outcomes.

More than 1 in 4 journalists receive over 100 pitches per week. Most are irrelevant - and ignored.

Get into the right inboxes faster. Cision’s media relationship management tool comes with a vetted global database of over 1.1 billion influencers. So you can quickly identify and connect with relevant media contacts for your story, streamline your team’s outreach without annoying spreadsheets and increase your chances of coverage.



Get Connect(ed) Today



































Monitor What the World Is Saying.

Half of the Earth’s population is on social media today (literally). Not to mention all the other digital channels that have emerged.

Manage your brand reputation, stay on top of trending stories and gather consumer and competitive intel with Cision’s global news and social listening solutions. Tap into the 100+ million available sites Cision tracks and get real-time insights to easily understand – and act on – the conversations around you with engaging campaigns.



Listen More. Learn More. Do More.





See How the Comms Cloud Brings It All Together
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Get Your Story Out There With Confidence.

What is the top source of information journalists say they rely on most? Press releases. Along with original research, videos, photos and infographics.



Boost visibility of your multimedia content locally or around the world with the largest and most trusted source of news distribution. Cision is available 24/7 to help you on your mission to grab media’s attention (along with some headlines) to ultimately drive more awareness of your story and brand. 

Check out our Newswire




















Go Deeper


Get Insight from Expert PR Analysts

Get the insights you need while saving time you don’t have. Cision’s expert research teams provide daily briefings and advanced analysis to keep you and your organization in the know when it comes to your brand, industry, hot issues and more. So you can focus on what’s next.


Explore the Powers of Insights
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We are incredibly fortunate as a brand to have a skilled Cision rep who has been a long-standing, tried-and-true partner for Chipotle. She has helped identify areas of opportunity to maximize visibility and engagement for our press releases. Together, we reviewed content, analyzed the performance of each announcement and discussed distribution strategies to institute best practices.


Erin Wolford

Vice President, External Communications, Chipotle






























Go Beyond Output. See What Actually Drives Successful Outcomes.

You’ve connected with the right influencers, sent out a press release and secured some coverage. Now what?

When you have the data to see how many people you’re reaching, what they’re saying, and what they’re doing with your content, you get informed. You get ideas. You build more effective campaigns.




Go deeper with Monitoring





















The 2022 State of the Media Report

What are the biggest challenges journalists face right now? What do journalists want from PR professionals? What do they expect? How can we work together to get our message out there?  

For our 13th annual State of the Media Report, Cision surveyed more than 3,800 journalists across 2,000+ media outlets and 17 markets across the globe. Their responses gave us key insights that PR professionals won’t get anywhere else.



Download the Report 
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Prove Your ROI. Show How Much More You Can Do.

One of the biggest challenges communicators face is measuring their business impact effectively. It’s also one of the biggest obstacles to securing budget and resources. It doesn’t have to be that way.

Track key metrics like share of voice, social engagement, reach, SEO and brand sentiment – and create executive-ready reports – from one dashboard. 

Take it a step further with Cision Impact data. See who viewed your news coverage and what actions they did next to connect actions to revenue and retarget these potential customers.



See How Cision Brings It All Together
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Learn More to Do More
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Tip Sheets
Crisis Communications Toolkit

Each of these resources underscores different aspects of the crisis communications creation and execution process
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Success Stories
Indigo Continues to Tell Successful Retail Story with Cision Communications Cloud

Indigo Continues to Tell Successful Retail Story with Cision Communications Cloud. Indigo uses Cision Comms Cloud to balance day-to-day PR campaigns & important events coverage and gain media attention in the lifestyle category.
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Target Influencers
Cision’s 2023 Global State of the Media Report

We surveyed more than 3,800 journalists for our 13th annual report. They gave us insights into how PR pros can win over reporters.
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Expand Your Reach, Improve Campaign Outcomes and Show Off Your Results

Our tech is designed to make your life easier, your campaigns smarter and your outcomes better. Talk to someone who understands your goals today.


Get a Tailored Demo

































Contact & Support 









1-877-269-3367

7:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. ET
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Submit via Privacy@cision.com
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